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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company has a VPC with two domain controllers running Active Directory in the default
configuration. The VPC DHCP options set is configured to use the IP addresses of the two
domain controllers. There is a VPC interface endpoint defined; but instances within the VPC are
not able to resolve the private endpoint addresses.
Which strategies would resolve this issue? (Select TWO)
A. Update the DNS service on the Active Directory servers to forward all queries lo the VPC
Resolver.
B. Define an inbound Amazon Route 53 Resolver Set a conditional forward rule for the Active
Directory domain to the Active Directory servers Update the VPC DHCP options set to
AmazonProvidedDNS.
C. Update the DNS service on the Active Directory servers to forward all non-authoritative
queries to the VPC Resolver
D. Define an outbound Amazon Route 53 Resolver. Set a conditional forward rule for the Active
Directory domain to the Active Directory servers. Update the VPC DHCP options set to
AmazonProvidedDNS.
E. Update the DNS service on the client instances to split DNS queries between the Active
Directory servers and the VPC Resolver
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Judgmental sampling is a form of qualitative forecasting based on the opinions of subject
matter expert opinions. Judgmental sampling is typically used for all of the following EXCEPT?
A. Qualitative analysis is preferred.
B. Quantitative forecast are not accurate.
C. An organization lacks experience in quantitative forecasting.
D. No quantitative data is available for analysis.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Judgmental sampling is a form of qualitative forecasting based on the opinions of subject
matter expert opinions. Judgmental sampling is typically used for all of the following EXCEPT
the response of qualitative analysis is preferred. A quantitative analysis would be preferred. An
organization lacks experience in quantitative forecasting, no quantitative data is available for

analysis, and quantitative forecast are not accurate are all correct responses.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Given:
ConcurrentMap <String, String> PartList = new ConcurrentMap<>();
Which fragment puts a key/value pair in partList without the responsibility of overwriting an
existing key?
A. partList.out(key,"Blue Shirt");
B. partList.putAtomic(key,"Blue Shirt")
C. partList.putIfAbsent(key,"Blue Shirt");
D. partList.putIfNotLocked (key,"Blue Shirt");
E. if (!partList.containsKey(key)) partList.put (key,"Blue Shirt");
Answer: C
Explanation:
putIfAbsent(K key, V value)
If the specified key is not already associated with a value, associate it with the given value.
40
Reference:java.util.concurrent,Interface ConcurrentMap<K,V>

NEW QUESTION: 4
Adatabase View operation implements the principle of:
A. Least privilege.
B. Referential integrity.
C. Entity integrity.
D. Separation of duties.
Answer: A
Explanation:
The correct answer is "Least privilege". Least privilege, in the database context, requires that
subjects be granted the most restricted set of access privileges to the data in the database that
are consistent with the performance of their tasks.
Separation of duties, assigns parts of security-sensitive tasks to several individuals.
Entity integrity requires that each row in the relation table must have a non-NULL attribute.
Relational integrity, answer d, refers to the requirement that for any foreign key attribute, the
referenced relation must have the same value for its primary key.
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